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“The word ‘Infinity’ like ‘Spirit’ and some other 
expressions of which the equivalents exist in all 
languages, is by no means the expression of an 
idea, but of an effort at one.”
Edgar Allan Poe, Eureka

Infinity, as in without an end, the time that 
passes when we don’t give ourselves a time 
frame. This is what happened with the fourth 
issue of Fruit of the Forest – unexpected things, 
a change in program, births, rebirths, losses, 
rediscoveries; maybe as it should be for an 
experimental magazine, more like a physics lab 
than a periodical.
The word “infinitive” has led us to the concept 
of the archive, to symbolism, to NASA images, 
to interpreting history, to artistic practices 
stumbling once again upon the 1960s and 
1970s, and to the radical movements as if in the 
players and in the history of those investigations 
we might find our own identity, the foundations 
of an interdisciplinary way of thinking.

-(ma)
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MiChELa arfiErO is a 
co-founder of Fortino Editions, 
a  publishing company that 
mixes artisanal practice and 
technology in a unique vision. 
Projects range from an iPad 
app magazine to art and design 
fanzines, books and catalogues 
in limited editions.

franCEsCa baLEna arista 
works as an architecture and 
design critic for various media. 
She holds a degree from 
the Faculty of Architecture 
in Florence and holds a PhD 
in Industrial Design and 
Multimedia Communication 
from the Politecnico di 
Milano.  From 2003 to 2008 
she was the curator of Centro 
Studi Poltronova historical 
archive and she curated the 
exhibition Superarchitettura 
Reloaded at the International 
Festival Design Parade 2008 
(Villa Noailles, France). She is 
teaching interior design at the 
Design School of Politecnico di 
Milano and collaborates with 
Andrea Branzi and Michele De 
Lucchi architects.

Cristina baLdaCCi, PhD, is an 
art historial and contemporary 
art critic. She writes for various 
magazine and publishing 
houses, she collaborates with 
the università degli Studi, 
Milano and the università 
Iuav, Venezia. her main areas 
of research are the sculpture, 
public art, Gerhard richter and 
the archive as a strategy and 
art form. 

EMiLY Ligniti is a freelance 
translator and editor with a 
penchant for film as well as 
contemporary art and design. 
She works for various publishing 
houses and cultural institutions 
in Italy and New York.

MEghan dELLaCrOssE is 
a writer living between New 
York City and Andes, a hamlet 
in the Catskills. her work 
focuses on performance art 
rooted in the late 1950s–early 
1960s in relation to the Fluxus 
group, the artist-run Something 
Else Press, and other related 
contemporaries. She has 
performed with Alison Knowles 
and considers that, and similar 
experiences, an extension of 
her research.

aLEssandrO gOri  takes 
a cross-disciplinary approach 
to graphic design. he works in 
Florence and is the founder of 
Laboratorium studio. 
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aYaKi arOn hOrtz was born 
in Tokyo. In 1999 he founded 
Studio hortz, a consultancy 
office in Japan for food and 
fashion. he has been a curator 
in Italy for Japan Brand events 
since 2009.

daniELa LOtta is an art critic 
and curator. She is interested in 
the relation between contem-
porary art, fashion and design. 
She teaches at ISIA/Faenza and 
the university of Bologna.

stEfanO MandraCChia is 
a painter and a graphic 
illustrator. 

guidO MOLinari is an art and 
design critic who lives and 
works between Bologna and 
Venice. he has worked with 
the magazine Flash Art since 
1995, is an exhibition curator, 
and teaches the Theory of 
Perception at the Accademia
di Belle Arti in Venice.

paOLa niCOLin is an art historial 
and critic who teaches at Luigi 
Bocconi university in Milan. 
Author of Palais de Tokyo. Sito 
di creazione contemporanea 
(Postmediabooks, 2006), 
Castelli di Carte. La XIV 
Triennale, Milano 1968 
(Quodlibet, 2011) and Being 
Cattelan (Abitare, 2011); 
she holds a PhD in Theory 
and history of Arts and a 
Master’s degree in history of 
Architecture. From 2007 to 2011 
she has been serving as art 

editor for the Italian magazine 
Abitare. She is a regular 
contributor to Artforum and 
authored essays and articles for 
several international magazines. 
She is now finalizing her new 
book on sculpture, image and 
storytelling. 

giOrdanO pOzzi is a designer 
and artist living between  
New York City and Verona.

LOrEnzO rEbEdiani is a 
“plants-man” and researcher 
of strange plants. he studies 
environmental architecture at 
the Politecnico in Milan and 
works in landscape design.
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vaLEntina rOssi is an 
independent art curator. She 
collaborated with the MACro 
Museum in rome and other 
important Italian cultural 
institutions. She curates a 
project called MorE: Museum 
of refused and unrealised 
Art Projects and is a member 
of the collective “personal 
effectonsale.” 

tOMMasO sOrgEntOnE is a 
student of modern literature 
and collaborator of Fortino 
Editions. he is based in Milan 
and in his spare time is a skater.

MarCO tagLiafiErrO is an 
independent art critic and 
curator whose work investigates 
the relationship between art 
and design. he attended the 
Domus Academy and Fabrica 
looking for signs among 
different artistic disciplines. he 
has curated many shows with 
a focus on the newest 
generation of Italian artists. 

JEffrEY WaLKOWiaK lives 
and works in New York City.  
he is an art world professional 
who contributes writing and 
his curatorial practice to 
many different projects. he 
has been a visiting critic at 
MIT Visual Arts Program, Art 
omi International residency 
Program, and Parsons School of 
Art and Design.

JEffrEY YOung is an editor, 
writer, and photographer. he 
lives in Prague.

Katarina vLadiMirOv YOung 
is a painter and illustrator and 
currently loves the depths 
of drawing. She was born in 
Ljubljana and lives in Prague.
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INTErNATIoNAL SPACE STATIoN PhoToGrAPhED FroM ThE SPACE ShuTTLE DISCoVErY
CourTESY: NASA ArChIVE



thE “first CirCLE” MaY bE fOund 
in thE rEd disC that fLOats On thE 
hinOMaru—thE CirCLE Of thE sun
—Or thE nisshOKi—thE sun-MarK fLag—
as thE JapanEsE fLag is CaLLEd

10

by ayaki aron hortz 

tOKYO  
infinitY 
CirCLE

ThE SuN, whICh IN JAPANESE MYThoLoGY AS NArrATED 
IN ThE KojIKI, their most ancient text, is celebrated in the figure 
of the “goddess” Amaterasu, the greatest divinity in the Shinto 
religion, from which, according to legend, Japan’s imperial family 
directly descends: a goddess worshipped at the Ise Shrine, a 
place that is demolished and then rebuilt as an exact replica 
every twenty years (this year marks the sixty-second time).

The light from the moon should be refracted on the circular 
surface of the gravel mountain inspired by the shapes of Mount 
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Fuji in the garden of the Silver Pavilion. Located here is one 
of the most famous and ancient “tea ceremony” rooms, the 
prototype which all others that followed aspire to and which 
references another circle—the green, almost fluorescent, 
mirror of a cup of matcha tea. And yet that simple and modest 
cup of tea, so crucial to Japanese culture, for which they 
even elaborated a “ceremony” and to which Kakuzo okakura 
dedicated a long essay, The Book of Tea (Cha No hon) in 1906, 
seems to have inspired even heidegger regarding the concept 
of Dasein.

As Fosco Maraini admirably explains in his ore Giapponesi, 
we should remember that: “‘Ceremony’ is an awkward term 
stuck onto the event by westerners. In Japan you don’t say ‘tea 

ToP VIEw oF ISE GrAND ShrINE, 1953
ISE, JAPAN. AuThor: hoNDA TEruo. SourCE: 
ASAhI ShIMBuN, PrESS PhoTo 1954 MASTEr-
PIECE CoLLECTIoN ASAhI ShIMBuN
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ceremony,’ but simply ‘cha no yu,’ or ‘hot tea water’: westerners 
underline certain formal and external rites to the ritual, while the 
Japanese play down, reduce, modestly conceal any reference 
that may elevate things, as they keep to the more humble, 
domestic, and poor component of the whole: the hot water.” 
As with the tea road, Zen teachings have helped to cleanse 
the preparation of this beverage from all useless gestures, 
opening up ways of aesthetics that would profoundly distinguish 
Japanese culture, that same philosophy applied to writing—
Shodou—and would lead to other another circle: ensō.

Ensō means “circle,” and it’s one of the most recurrent subjects 
in Japanese calligraphy, even though it’s more a symbol than a 
true ideogram or character.  

Ensōō is illumination, elegance, the “Everything” but also the 
nothing. The circle able to express and enclose the moment, as 
well as the soul of the calligrapher at that given moment.

So if each blank sheet allows a single attempt to trace a 
circumference that cannot be corrected afterwards, the 
calligrapher must prepare himself by trying to obtain mushin (no 
mind state) as theorized by the philosopher Kitaro Nishida, so 
that his brush has no hesitation whatsoever in tracing the ensō.
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It’s no coincidence that in Japan the founder of the Zen Buddhist 
sect, Bodhidharma, is portrayed in the shape of a game/good 
luck charm that is round: the Daruma.

The Daruma has two large white eyes without any pupils. 
A circle-pupil is traditionally drawn, while deciding on a 
destination to reach, and only when it is indeed reached can the 
Daruma be given both eyes.

And from one circle to the next, one of the most world-
celebrated Japanese artists, Yayoi Kusama, cannot be but 
mentioned. For her “the dot is a way to the infinite.”
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GErALD CArr AND wILLIAM PoGuE, wEIGhT TrAINING IN ZEro GrAVITY, 2013
CourTESY: NASA ArChIVE

 



a fEW idEas COnCErning thE WOrK Of 
JErEMY dELLEr

by valentina rossi  

15

anti-WarhOL 
On thE 
danCEfLOOr

The whole life of those societies in which modern conditions of 
production prevail presents itself as an immense accumulation 
of spectacles. All that once was directly lived has become mere 
representation.1 

I Do NoT INTEND, wITh ThIS QuoTATIoN, To INCLuDE 
JErEMY DELLEr’S worK IN A PANorAMA ExCLuSIVELY 
BouND To whAT GuY DEBorD CALLS ThE SoCIETY oF 
ThE SPECTACLE, for Deller is certainly no Situationist2; instead, 

IGGy PoP LIFE DRAwInG 
CLASS (2006-2011)
ArTIST IMPrESSIoN BY 
SArAh TYNAN
© JErEMY DELLEr / 
SArAh TYNAN
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it stems from a pop aesthetic that approaches a personal 
reinterpretation of collectivity, surely influenced by the society 
of the spectacle, but translated into the poetics typical of 1990s 
artists.
 
In the simplicity of the forms used, such as posters and 
T-shirts—those which Zygmunt Bauman in “liquid modernity” 
defines as the products of “an era dominated by the throw-
away”3—Deller reflects upon the consequences and the 
acceptance of pop culture, using its very own communication 
and marketing mechanisms. Examples of this are works like our 
Hobby is Depeche Mode (2006) and The Use of Literacy (1997), 
but also unrealized works donated to MorE [The Museum of 
refused and unrealised Art Projects] such as Iggy Pop Life 
Drawing Class (2006–2011). The project consisted of inviting a 
music icon like Iggy Pop to pose for a life-drawing class, without 
revealing his identity to students, with results that would then 
have been donated to and kept at the Smithsonian Institution. 
with this act, Deller strives for a sort of “preservation,” 
“historization,” and “celebration” of pop music in a cultural-
elite context, though paradoxically inverting and shifting places, 
stressing how these groups exert considerable influence both on 
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oUR HoBBy IS DEPECHE MoDE (2006)
ProDuCTIoN STILL ShowING DEPEChE MoDE FANS FroM ALL oVEr ThE worLD.
© JErEMY DELLEr

different generations and on the collective imaginary.
Music,4 therefore, as a veritable builder of messages, like in the 
work Brian Epstein Died for You or The Search for Bez (both from 
1994)—an entire music culture that intermingles with varying 
social contexts. 

Deller’s world isn’t Andy warhol’s glam world, but rather an 
imaginary one that shifts between a subculture world, like 

post-punk Manchester in the 1980s, and media figures such as 
Lady Diana or George Bush. his encounter with Andy warhol 
seems to have made him understand not only the importance of 
glossy magazine celebrities, but also some of the mechanisms of 
series and repetition that are reflected in his early works, like for 
example his poster (1994–1996) and T-shirt production 
(1993–1995). 

As I have already said, Deller isn’t a Situationist. But the fact 
remains that he creates situations, proposing them through a 
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BRIAn EPSTEIn DIED FoR yoU (1994)
STrEET SIGN For EASTEr wEEK IN KENNINGToN, LoNDoN
© JErEMY DELLEr
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THE USE oF LITERACy (1997)
INSTALLATIoN, GLASGow
© JErEMY DELLEr / ArTS CouNCIL CoLLECTIoN, SouThBANK CENTrE, LoNDoN

filter that is ironic and desecrating at the same time, giving rise 
to disarming contexts that combine low and high culture, and 
the middle and upper classes. 

Besides, as Bourriaud states, we’ve gone from a consumer 
society that spawned pop art  to a communications society that 
instead created—as he himself theorized—relational art. These 
“relations” are present in works like what would neil young Do? 

(2006), which involved poster distribution with writing that once 
again refers to the world of music (for the Frieze Art Fair), and 
Folksong (2007), with the same operational modalities and at the 
same fair, though one year later. 

Deller focuses these works on direct exchange with the public, 
as his poetics is certainly not “sentimental” like that of Felix 
Gonzalez-Torres, but rather a distribution that includes the 
audience-at-large to whom the artist wishes to give something, 
almost as if it were an actual event gadget or souvenir. 
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REjECTED TUBE MAP

The enormous pool of 
contemporary society 
not only concerns 
performance and music 
but also the theme of 
war that Deller deals with 
in various works, like in 
these projects refused 
for the Fourth Plinth in 
Trafalgar Square—once 
again donated to MorE. 

here, his anti-monumental and anti-patriotic outlook  is 
developed through an initial proposal with a life-sized statue 
of David Kelly, the British scientist who died (a suicide, it would 
seem) following his statements to the media expressing doubts 
regarding the presence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. 

A second project, The Spoils of war, intended to display the 
wreck of an automobile destroyed by a bomb in Iraq. It is an 
anti-monument, a celebration by paradox, therefore ushering 
in a trace of the war to that which, for centuries, had been the 
heart of the British Empire—a place to celebrate glorious acts 
and which, with Deller, as with other British artists, undergoes 
an inversion of meaning. Deller refuses the traditional and 
celebratory monument, opting instead to work on opposites, on 
inverting meaning.
 

1-GuY DEBorD, SoCIETy oF THE SPECTACLE. DETroIT: BLACK & rED, 2001

2-DELLER CREATES SITUATIonS, BUT HE IS noT A “SInTUATIonIST.” STuArT hALL IN JErEMY DELLEr’S PoLITICAL 
IMAGInARy IN joy In PEoPLE, hAYwArD GALLErY, LoNDoN, 22.02 To 13.05.2012; ICA, PhILADELPhIA, 19.09 To 30.12 2012; 
CoNTEMPorArY ArT MuSEuM, ST. LouIS 01.02 To 28.04.2013

3-ZYGMuNT BAuMAN, LIqUID MoDERnITy. LoNDoN: PoLITY PrESS, 2000

4-IN FACT, ThE CrITIC EVEN STATES: THE BRISTISH REInVEnTED oURSELVES THRoUGH MUSIC – THAT’S How wE 
CoLonIzED PEoPLE’S MInDS. JErEMY DELLEr IN JoY IN PEoPLE, hAYwArD GALLErY, LoNDoN, 22.02 To 13.05.2012; ICA, 
PhILADELPhIA, 19.09 To 30.12 2012; CoNTEMPorArY ArT MuSEuM, ST. LouIS 01.02 To 28.04.2013

5-NICoLAS BourrIAuD, “INSTALLAZIoNE, VIDEo, ArTE D’AZIoNE: L’ASCESA DELLA PrECArIETà NELL’EPoCA 
PoSTMEDIALE,” IN L’ArTE DEL xx SECoLo. 2000 E oLTrE. TENDENZE DELLA CoNTEMPorANEITà. MILAN: SKIrA, 2009

6-MArCo SCoTTI AT hTTP://MorEMuSEuM.worDPrESS.CoM/JErEMY-DELLEr-FourTh-PLINTh-ProPoSALS/ - 
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ThE 16-FooT TuNNEL, 2010
NASA LANGLEY rESEArCh CENTEr, uSA
PhoTo BY: BILL TAuB 
CourTESY: NASA ArChIVE
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an intErviEW With
paOLO dEganELLO paolo deganello lives and works in milan. 

after graduating in architecture from 
the University of Florence in 1966, he 
opened, along with Branzi, Corretti, and 

morozzi, the radical architecture 
studio archizoom associati (see 
“archizoom associati, 1966-1974” 
by roberto gargiani, milan: electa, 
2007). Urban planner (prg for 
Calenzano); architect (restoration 
of Orsanmichele in Florence, home 
on lake iseo, Winery Can rafols at 
avinyonet, spain); interior designer 
(shoner Whonen shop in zurich, 
nine stefanel stores in Florence and 

other cities, artdecò shop in Verona); 
industrial designer (for poltronova, 
Cassina, driade, Venini, zanotta, Vitra 
edition, stefanel, italcementi, la 
murrina, steelcase, greggio). He is also 
active as a writer for Casabella, lotus, 
Casaamica, experimenta (spain), domus, 
pli (portugal), and lib21. He has taught 
Biodesign at isia in Florence, product 
design at the University of alghero, and 
currently teaches interior architecture 
and sustainable architecture at esad 
in matosinhos (portugal). His oeuvre up 
to 2008 was published in “as rasoe de 
meu projecto radical” by esad in 2009 

(Characters with spaces 1054).

 

Guido Molinari: In your design 
approach, but also in the arguments 
you put forth in some lessons,
I noticed the profound attention you 
pay to artistic research. what cultural 
milieu did you grow up in? where 
does this precise attention of yours for 
contemporary art come from?

Paolo dEGanEllo: I enrolled 
at the School of Architecture after 
having been a rather clumsy student. 

by guido molinari    

paOlO deganellO, CITTà oPERAIA PER 70.000 ABITAnTI, 
SULLE CASCInE DI FIREnzE, 1963

vista
radiCaL
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I had attended a classical studies high 
school, and flunked early on. I come 
from a small town, Este, near Padua, 
and that’s where I studied for four 
years, to catch up and try to pass the 
final exam in art studies. I studied on 

my own in the studio of two artists of 
great quality from Padua: Professors 
Carlo Travaglia and Dolores Grigolon, 
who co-founded Gruppo N in Padua. 
one of my classmates was Gaetano 
Pesce, another student who flunked 
out big time. Back then my passion for 
politics was born. In my small town, 
when I was sixteen, I put together a 
group of extreme socialists, along with 
a barber, a tailor, and the head of the 
tax office, Dr. Masi. Maybe none of us 
knew what this word meant, but we 
saw each other often and talked about 
politics. I passed the final exams when 
I was seventeen and then I entered my 

last year of high school, in Florence. 
I found some great teachers there, 
too, like the poet and critic Bigongiari, 
the art historian and critic Masciotta, 
and the painter Peyron. I’m telling you 
these things because it’s amazing to 

see the difference in teacher quality 
today. Back then, high school was still 
a context of evolved intellectualism. 
These studies before university were 
very important for me. So since high 
school, starting with my fascination 
for philosophy and politics, I came 
into contact with the art world. After 
my last year in high school, I enrolled 
in the School of Architecture in 
Florence, which back then, along with 
humanities, were the courses of study 
in Italy that paid the most attention 
to the slow but inevitable growth 
of political protest. All those critical 
considerations that brought Catholic 

arCHizOOm / deganellO, Aeo For CASSINA 
rEASSEMBLE For PACKING Box, 1973

arCHizOOm / deganellO, Aeo For CASSINA,1973
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culture into close contact with Marxist 
culture took place here, positively. 

GM: The milieu you experienced at the 
School of Architecture was decisive, 
but in the works of Archizoom there 
emerges powerfully a confrontation 
with what constituted the most 
pertinent innovation in the field of 
visual arts back then. what were the 
sources of inspiration that directed this 
confrontation?

Pd: My pre-university training, which 
made me encounter art, led me to 
establish a dialogue also with the 
students at the Fine Arts Academy, 
seeing that back then the School 
of Architecture was in Piazza San 
Marco, just like the Academy. At 
the 1964 Venice Biennale, American 
pop art exploded, and then a huge 
exhibition on pop art was also held 
at the Forte di Belvedere in Florence. 
I remember the ”F-111”, a work by 
James rosenquist, an environment 
made up of hanging transparent plastic 

canvases, with impressive flying 
F-111s, which visitors, by moving 
the canvases, could destroy, 
and the indestructible F-111s 
would incredibly materialize 
again. Naturally, many other 
pop works greatly influenced 
and contributed to shaping 
radical culture. what comes to 
mind is rauschenberg’s stuffed 
chicken. Pop art was able to 
keep together art and political 

involvement. why was pop art so 
fascinating? Because it allowed us to 
think that there could be a project 
space able to dialogue with popular 
culture, against elite culture. This 
brought us to think that, for example, 
vulgarity—kitsch—could be redeemed. 
That “bad taste” was an everyday 
obsession for rationalist designers, 
I mean, illuminists like Enzo Mari, 
for whom kitsch meant vulgarity and 
ignorance. For us, instead, faux leopard 

arCHizOOm, ITALIAn PAVILLIon, ExPo oSAKA, JAPAN, 1969
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fur used to upholster safari sofas was 
the statement for which popular taste, 
pop taste, was liberating and opposite 
to the dominating taste built upon that 
material truth that sustained modern 
design. Pop art was experienced 
like that new imaginary that could 

free us from the limits of modernity. 
For us, the “F-111” represented a 
refusal of the war, but also a way of 
making art for politics, giving value 
to the predominance of the image 
over reality, to communicate and give 
beauty to revolutionary ideals.  

GM: what was the first opportunity to 
show your works that gave exposure to 
your investigations?

Pd: The radical groups came out in the 
open at the Galleria Jolly 2 in Pistoia 
thanks to the artist Adolfo Natalini, 

who invited me, and then I invited the 
group, which at that time was taking 
shape. Adolfo told me: “Let’s have an 
exhibition. Bring your group and I’ll 
bring mine,” but he still had to put 
his together. That is, he had a group 
of artists from Pistoia, the Barni-ruffi-

Natalini trio, which showed 
their work at the Jolly 2. he 
still didn’t have a group of 
architects, but he created 
one right at the time, 
especially with Cristiano 
Toraldo. we already had four 
architects: Branzi, Corretti, 
Deganello and Morozzi, 
even with a small studio, just 
two rooms without heating, 
at Villa Strozzi. we lived 
this very exciting heroic 
dimension, allowing us to 
overcome any difficulty. In 
order to be economically 

self-sufficient, I gave art history and 
math lessons. I would even help write 
theses for foreign students. we were 
able to manage our own survival, and 
everything was pretty easy. we were 
able to put some money together even 
though we still weren’t professionals.  

GM: The fact that, as architects, it’s 
interesting and significant that you 
began your careers by showing your 
work at an art gallery.

Pd: Indeed. we presented, at this 
gallery, our first exhibition, “La 

paOlO deganellO, PRoGETTo DUETS FoR MAnoEL DE oLIVEIRA, 
PArEDES, PorTuGAL, 2012
PhoTo: INES D’orEY
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Superarchitettura”, and the manifesto 
we signed with Adolfo.

GM: Some criticized Archigram 
because their projects, their approach, 
did not include a sufficient amount 
of attention to the “inhabitability” 
of the object and its potential use. 
Besides this, what else was different 
from your initial intentions? How did 
confrontation with Archigram develop?

Pd: A theme was, unquestionably, 
object and architecture inhabitability. 
There was an interesting conference 
in Turin (1969) called “utopia 
e\o rivoluzione”. Archigram and 
Archizoom also took part. In particular, 
I and Andrea Branzi represented our 
group, with a talk that expressed 
these positions. As opposed to the 
revolutionary perspective we were 
attached to—maybe with scotch 
tape!—Archigram believed in 
technological revolution. For us, this 
was the limit to Archigram’s project. 
Archizoom was called this because 
they became aware of Archigram in 
1964 and had the idea of being better. 
So “zoom,” that is, faster…that’s the 
reason behind the electrical charge 
symbol. But the fundamental difference 
lies in our political culture. I also took 
part in the debates at the Architecture 
Association with its director Nicholas 
Boyarsky, and the Archigram group 
was quite active in that context. 
During the Summer Sections they 

would invite Italians to compare their 
architecture culture. You know, I was 
the one who, more than the others in 
the group, faked being able to speak 
English. I would take part with the most 
brazenness, despite the fact I knew the 
language very, very little. It all amused 
me. The Summer Sections offered a 
chance to confront Italian culture tied 
to political experiences. I remember 
once that Piero Derossi with Gruppo 
Strum took part, there was Peppino 
ortoleva who was a militant for Lotta 
Continua, Cristian de Portzamparc and 
his group, Natalini, Binazzi and so forth. 
There I also met Bernhard Tchumi who 
later invited me to give lessons at his 
“A.A.” courses.

GM: I would like to know, now that 
some time has passed, what in your 
opinion constitutes the most significant 
aspect of the Radical experience, and 
in what way this aspect, this core, can 
relate to today. Also, I would like to 
know what you may consider the limits 
of this experience.

Pd: The most vital core of the radical 
experience lies precisely in this ability 
to bring into the project not only 
social strife but also the need for an 
architecture that can go beyond its 
own disciplinary statutes, beyond 
the Modern Movement, attempting 
to include the new living culture that 
the ’68 movements and feminism 
had created. In my opinion, the great 



limit of the radical experience is not 
having understood the inevitable 
perspective of sustainable projects. 
In other words, our intervention is 
not sensitive to the environment, to 
ecology, because the group at that 
time did not consider it a fundamental 
issue. For me this is a great limit, or at 
least, that’s what I think today. I deeply 
believe that ecological inhabitability, 
as opposed to artificial technological 
building, leads to great innovation. 
This is something I and many others 
are working on today. During the 
2011¬–2012 academic year I promoted 
a one-year specialization course at 
ESAD in Portugal, where I teach, called 
“Arquitectura e habitar sustentavel.” 
The only form of living that makes any 
sense today is sustainable living. Back 
then, we didn’t put all this at the center 
of our architecture projects. on the 
one hand, our interiors invite chickens, 
curtains, and motorcycles, that is, tools 
of popular living, and certainly not of 

noble architecture. 
Then we also include 
mountains, pieces 
of nature, but these 
proposals aren’t able 
to hook up with what 
at that time was being 
born. The project’s 
position must free 
itself of the great 
trust in the unlimited 
power of technology, 
in the illusion that 

with these tools all of humanity’s 
problems can be resolved. See our 
protest of Archigram. So we need to 
understand that the planet is a finite 
resource and that the design problem 
is destined to promote consumption 
of more and more limited resources. 
Let’s start by saying we’ve over-built. 
Much of what we’ve built is empty 
and design today has the task, the 
priority, of reusing what already exists. 
Consequentially this means shifting 
all existing technological innovation 
to reassessing what already has been 
built. All this lies at the core of the work 
I feel I’m involved in now, both as a 
professor and a designer.
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TITAN’S STABLE NorThErN LAKE DISTrICT FroM CASSINI’S rADAr, 2012
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thE 
(pOtEntiaL) 
OngOing 
and 
OMnivOrOus 
arChivE
ThE NEED To CLASSIFY, or rAThEr, To TrACE 
“A MuLTIPLICITY oF oBJECTS BACK To A CErTAIN NuMBEr 
oF TYPES ArrANGED ACCorDING To hIErArChY,”1 in order 
to be able to grasp and understand the world, accompanies 
those moments of history in which a crisis in understanding is 
perceived with greater intensity, even though today, in the era of 
total information, perhaps it would be more correct to attribute 
this renewed interest in cataloguing and archiving to the need 
to find our way through an excess of knowledge. Novelties 
that reach us faster and faster, knowledge that gets more and 
more in-depth and specialized, ever-complex comparisons that 
multiply, constantly put us in a precarious balance between 
what we know and what we ignore, between what we uphold 
as necessary and what instead appears totally superfluous or in 
excess, to such a degree that we feel disoriented. 

by cristina baldacci
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Each time reality—understood as both a tangible semblance 
and as microscopic or metaphysical evidence (from astronomical 
to virtual space)—opens up, ex-novo, before our eyes, the 
classifying criteria and traditional hierarchic orders waver. we 
are obliged to resort to new systematic divisions. Therefore, any 
classification is “arbitrary and conjectural,”2 lacking, uncertain, 
inclined to a perfection and thoroughness that can never be 
obtained. It’s also a demonstration of the need for control, 
a make-believe representation that implies continuity and “a 
certain force of the imagination that makes it appear as it isn’t” 
(to enclose reality in predefined categories is always, in any 
event, constriction),3 and which is influenced by the choices and 
conceptual canons of its creator.

Despite this awareness, we cannot avoid creating new 
taxonomies, not so much for physical or metaphysical urgency 
and not even for mere habit, but rather for “a particular kind of 
moral necessity” that accompanies our intellectual life, just as 
moral obligation goes hand in hand with willingness.4

The group and individual desire to collect, to classify, and to 
preserve—where the antithesis between order and disorder, 
memory and oblivion, old and new, finite and infinite always 

On KaWara, jUnE 19, 1967, FroM ToDAY SErIES, No. 108, 1966  
BLACK PowEr IN ThE uNITED STATES , 1967
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maintains, dynamic and pertinent, the theme of the archive. 
Indeed, it has a very long history, and by traveling back in 
time, starting from the twentieth century, it leads us from the 
modern myth of the “imaginary museum” à la Malraux and the 
Bilderatlas à la warburg to illuminist encyclopedias, scientific 
taxonomies, and seventeenth-century trees of knowledge, 
to renaissance memory theaters and combinatory logic, to 
Medieval intuitive cosmologies and compendia of knowledge, 
and to the earliest classifications of thought in Antiquity, with 
Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. 

Covering history and thoughts that concern the classification of 
understanding and the archive is a fascinating but disorienting 
task: it suffices to mention only part of the debate that stemmed 
from the second-half of this past century onwards—from Michel 
Foucault to Jacques Derrida and Giorgio Agamben, from Paul 
ricoeur to Maurizio Ferraris, from Aleida Assmann to Boris 
Groys—to understand that the inclination to classify on the part 
of western culture spread in countless intellectual directions, 
which range from myths to theology, from science to technology, 
from literature to art.5

The failure of metaphysical cosmologies and modern man’s 
skepticism and mundanity have brought about a loss in focus, 
a refusal of any form of superior order. what results is refuge in 
the archive as an elementary tool of arranging knowledge into 
lists and alphabetical successions.6 Among artists, this problem 
was urgently felt when advanced means of recording, like 
photography, video, and computers, became part of everyday 
life, creating not only new technical possibilities but also new 
doubts and perplexities regarding their actual effectiveness 
to give order, an overall view, and to hand down memory. 
Alighiero Boetti, whose investigations followed, right from 
the start, an explicit interest in the cultural and social value of 
classifications, quickly realized that boundless faith in technology 
had transformed the traditional antithesis between order and 
disorder, thus generating systems “at the same time totalitarian 
and difficult to comprehend, and therefore fragile.”7    
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From Derrida’s “archive fever” and the ideally endless and 
immaterial archive of Michel Foucault—where the French 
philosopher unites all that was said and all that will be said8—
are born very different works and projects for their modality 
and forms of expression, though similar for their same need to 
accumulate, collect, classify.9 Today, more than ever, organizing 
the world—be it real, imaginary, or intimate, and between 
knowledge acquired by intellectual reflection and direct 
experience—seems to be a shared need. Especially since the 
Internet has exaggeratedly broadened our field of action, 
allowing artists to easily archive images, information, data, and 
above all, to make the audience participate, inviting them not 
only to use memorized contents but especially to collaborate in 
activities of research and to implement catalogued materials on 
the basis of their own knowledge. 

Enthusiasm towards projects of online archiving10 is mainly 
due to the conviction that knowledge can be available in its 
entirety and accessible to the maximum; plus—and this is of 
no secondary importance—it can be outside its institutional 
context and its systems of surveillance. Control of information, in 
any event, persists, though in a different way: research engines 
like Google or Amazon automatically register our preferences 
and invade personal privacy, unbeknownst to us most of the 
time. In the same way, the ever-latent danger of the archive is 
greatly renewed, with the loss-destruction of documents and 
data. A danger that on the Internet is aggravated by at least 
two circumstances. on the one hand, the amnesia created by 
too many choices (or lack of choices), which, in most cases, 
generates not only difficulties in cataloguing criteria but also 
the impossibility in actually finding what we desire; on the other 
hand, oblivion caused by rapidly declining technology, which 
constantly requires new measures regarding preservation and a 
precocious digital archeology. 
   
Memory and recollections are operating systems that, like 
computers and the Internet, need constant updating and 
re-elaboration in order to remain pertinent. For artists, choosing 
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the archive as a medium means, besides collecting, classifying, 
and preserving, above all reconsidering, showing, and narrating. 
The more they create models that are open, fluid, questioning, 
the more they contribute to renewing cultural heritage and 
producing innovation. Far from physical reservoirs of knowledge, 
where memory risks getting lost in multi-layers of traces, 
and closer to process-type tools, these imaginary archives or 
anti-models of archives are places that activate thought and 
encourage critical dialogue and exchange. At times they also 
become containers of fantastical and almost maniacal visions, 
akin to the amazing “Chinese encyclopedia” described by 
Borges or the “museum of obsessions” which harald Szeemann 
longed for his entire life.11  

In contemporary art the “archival impulse”12 explodes in 
multiple attitudes, forms, and languages: from the atlas-
map to cyberspace; from the index-list to the museum or 
wunderkammer; from the diary-agenda to the database.13 
The majority of these projects are potentially unlimited and 
seem to challenge the horror infiniti of classical derivation—of 
which even today we find traces in a writer like Borges, who 
defines infinity as “a concept that corrupts and alters all the 

roMAN oPALKA, PhoTo BY LoThAr woLLEh GErhArD rIChTEr, PhoTo BY LoThAr woLLEh
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others,” a source of chaos, of madness, to such an extent we can 
consider it more negative than evil itself14—to follow the illusion 
of inexhaustibility, of succession, and of constant becoming.15

These are open, forever evolving systems that create a 
constellation of references and similarities among different 
people, places, and times; these are cosmologies that follow 
and outline, day after day, the life and search of their creators 
and often also the ghosts and cultural memory of an age, like 
great dictionaries of ideas and vision. The photo sheets of 
the Atlas by Gerhard richter (1962–today); the diary pages of 
hanne Darboven (Existenz 1966–1999)16; the Date Paintings by 
on Kawara (1966–today); the archive boxes and files of Gilbert 
& George (ongoing); the pictures of old industrial buildings 
by Bernd and hilla Becher (since the mid-1950s); the number 
sequences or Détails by roman opalka (1965/1–∞)—just to name 
a few of the most important examples from the second-half of 
the twentieth century—are monumental archive projects that 
tend towards the absolute, despite the fact that their creators 
possess the totally post-modern awareness that being able to 
measure and order the world in its totality is utopia.
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by daniela lotta

IN SEPTEMBEr 1981, IN ThE 
CourTYArD oF ThE SChooL oF 
ArChITECTurE IN MILAN, Alessandro 
Mendini, together with Studio 
Alchimia and the experimental theater 

an infinitE dECOrativE rEpErtOirE 
LightEns and rEvivEs thE ObtrusivE 
prEsEnCE Of ObJECts fOr Living

EvErYthing is
iLLuMinatEd

alessandrO mendini, MoBILE InFInITo, 1981 
GroNINGEr MuSEuM CoLLECTIoN  

company Magazzini Criminali, held a 
performance on an infinite sequence 
of furnishing objects—from chairs to 
bookshelves, from closets to beds—
added one after the other according to 
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a non-modular, open, and flexible flow.

Taking shape before the eyes of the 
audience was theatrical furniture that 
unfolded in space by means of an 
endless succession of deliberately 
dissonant and differing elements, 
made by a motley group of artists. 

An endless piece of furniture. Actually, 
a Mobile infinito, Infinite Furniture: 
“The project of many, or rather, the 
non-project of many key figures,” 

Mendini specifies; in 
fact, as is customary for 
him, he scattered the 
designers’ authorship 
in a network of 
relationships whose 
main associations are 
represented by some 
of the most influential 
artists, designers, 
and architects of 
those years—where, 
alongside masters like 
Ponti, Munari, Sottsass, 
there are also the 
youngest exponents of 
the Transavanguardia 
and the nascent 
Neomodern design 
movement. 

A “weak” and unpredictable 
structure, a lively catalogue of 

types and decorations conceived from 
what Mendini defines as “cultural 
dust,” or rather, that kaleidoscope 
of forms, signs, and memories in 

alessandrO mendini / alCHimia, MoBILE InFInITo, 1981 
PErForMANCE oF MAGAZZINI CrIMINALI AT PoLITECNICo, 
MILANo, SEPTEMBEr 1981 

alessandrO 
mendini, MoBILE 
InFInITo, 1981. 
ProJECT wITh 
ALChIMIA AND 
VArIouS AuThorS
PhoTo: C. LAVATorI  
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which we are constantly immersed. A 
flow of information, a throbbing and 
immaterial flickering of pixels, which 
instantly flares up the rationalist illusion 
of a programmed, mono-logical, and 
mono-material society. A joyous and 
colorful virus spreading like electronic 
chicken pox that entirely covers 

Mendini’s Poltrona di Proust, or like 
the infinite polka dots by the Japanese 
artist Yayoi Kusama, multiplied in space 
to break up the simplified artificial 
color-phobic landscape of modernist 
ideology.

yayOi KUsama, DoTS oBSESSIon, – DAy, 
INSTALLATIoN VIEw AT AKASAKA SACAS, ToKYo, 2008
© YAYoI KuSAMA
 IMAGE CourTESY YAYoI KuSMA STuDIo INC. 
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ZEro GrAVITY FACILITY,  1996
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by giordano pozzi

Liquid 
sOund 
sCapE

41
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by lorenzo rebediani

thE
hOusE 
Of 
Equi-
sEtuM
infinitY, LandsCapE, 
gardEn...

IF You’rE PASSIoNATE ABouT 
ETYMoLoGICAL INQuIrIES, A 
GArDEN SEEMS LIKE ThE FurThEST 
PoSSIBLE FroM ThE NoTIoN oF 
INFINITY. In fact, all the roots of the 
word “garden” lead to the concept of 
“enclosing” in a fenced-off space par 
excellence. Instead, for romantics all 
this seems quite reductive, and you 
can’t help but think of a garden like a 
more or less abstract representation of 
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landscapes – of nature or of the soul – 
something that caresses, entices, and 
outlines the idea of infinity. The garden 
as artifact is totally inseparable from 
the idea of portrayal. The garden is the 
physical representation of Paradise, 
the realm of the transcendent and 
the inaccessible par excellence. The 
physical and sensorial presence of the 
garden, therefore, refers to a landscape 
of remote, invisible, indefinite dreams.

lUis ramirO BarragÁn mOrFÍn, CASA LUIS BARRAGÁn, 1948 
MExICo CITY  



Nineteenth-century artistic-literary 
romanticism profoundly investigated 
the notion of landscape. on the 
one hand there’s the landscape of 
the sublime described by Immanuel 
Kant, or rather, nature of devastating 
power (dynamical sublime), the 
abyss, the horizon, infinite vastness 
(mathematical sublime) that frightens 
us and reveals our insignificance. But 

by manifesting the infinite, it allows 
our soul to participate. however, 
striving towards infinity – so typical of 
romanticism – finds an interpretation 
that is particularly akin to our field of 
investigation in the outlook of the poet 
Giacomo Leopardi:  the landscape, 
which unfolds in finite reality, may 
satisfy such an inspiration by means of 
something that is not infinity itself, but 
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OlUF OlUFsen Bagge, yGGDRASIL, 1847

something similar, or rather vague and 
indefinite, intended as the unknown. 
what lies beyond the garden hedge?

Precisely the garden hedge, which 
marks off space, and considered in 
this light, allows the idea of infinity to 
vibrate. It’s not the baroque hedge-
curtain that foreshadows magnificence 
and surprise and which in order 
to work must be surpassed by the 
spectator. No, the romantic hedge 
requires the viewer’s steadiness. The 
screen must be contemplated, the 
empty television that is filled with 
images of thought or, better yet, it’s 
the mirror that leads to the thinking-I, 
carrying it into the sea of associations 
and making it drown.

The sense of the hedge in Leopardi’s 
outlook is in great synch with the 
spatial significance it takes on in the 
garden itself. The hedge contains the 
garden; it is its skin, the boundary 
between “inside” and “outside.” 
There’s an osmotic relationship 
between both worlds, to such an 
extent that the more the surrounding 
landscape is complex and rich in 
details, the more the garden is 
geometric, freer, and austere: this 
is the case with roman and Tuscan 
historical gardens that, surrounded 
by lush countryside, are formal and 
abstract. on the contrary, gardens in 
less lavish contexts appear richer in 
details, forms, colors. 
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CarlO sCarpa, BRIon ToMB, 1969
ALTIVoLE

hedge. Thus the gaze may only grasp 
in part the surrounding landscape, 
which mostly remains explorable 
with the imagination. Let us suppose 
the viewer’s limiting condition, and 
inside the garden cannot see anything 
outside. In this case, the hedge is a 
barrier that cannot be crossed, which 
the gaze cannot go beyond in any 
way. The relationship between inside 
and outside becomes a relationship 
between the “full” garden and the 
“emptiness,” in so far as it is unknown, 
of the surrounding landscape. 
Vagueness becomes emptiness. And 
in this case, emptiness is infinite 
possibility and is something a garden 
can speak about.

The concept can be likened to that of 
Taoist emptiness. “The usefulness of a 
pitcher consists in the emptiness into 
which the water may be poured, and 
not in the form of the pitcher or the 
material it is made from. Emptiness 
is omnipotent because it contains all 
things. Movement is possible only in 
emptiness. In the field of the arts, the 
importance of this very principle is 
shown by the value of the allusion. By 
means of the unexpressed, we offer 
the viewer the chance to complete, 
to finish an idea. There’s emptiness to 
allow us to enter and to fill it totally 
with our aesthetic emotion.”1

we have assessed the case where 
the garden understood as a full and, 

It’s always the hedge that controls 
this relationship. From this point of 
view, the hedge is not at the margins 
but instead at the very center of the 
investigation. And as is the case for 
any container, it’s not clear whether 
it belongs more to the inside or to 
the outside. It’s like a geometric line 
that separates the natural landscape 

from the creations of man, and it’s the 
aesthetic and spiritual line that rejoins 
the break in natural things and the 
depth of man’s soul.

Man’s condition as spectator in 
motion inside the garden is that of 
not being able to go beyond the 
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 rYoANJI GArDEN

therefore, finite space, thanks to the 
presence of shady hedges, allows us 
to visualize emptiness, that is, infinity. 
But can this relationship be reversed? 
If it’s not so hard to imagine the infinite 
outside the fence, finding it inside is 
much harder, but not impossible. In this 
case, we can consider Gottfried w. von 
Leibniz’s intuition: if men possessed 
the eyesight of a lynx, they would see 
in the tiniest things, proportionally, 
the majority of things they see in big 
ones. If we observe the smallest things 
to infinity, each atom would be like a 
world. what we need to do is a little 
microcosmography: the description 
of small infinite worlds that represent 
the entire universe. Science has 
broadly embraced Leibniz’s idea, to 
the point where today we can overlap 
images, obtained with a microscope, 
of the tiniest structures of matter and 
the universe, provided by the most 

powerful telescopes. All 
responds to common 
structures, to the same 
organization, and the 
smallest systems can be 
likened to the biggest. 
So the gaze of a lynx may 
be enough to glimpse 
the infinite inside our 
gardens: even the most 
modest green space 
can reveal complex and 
infinite microcosms. 
Nonetheless, historically 
speaking, in the art 

of gardens there exist particularly 
admirable attempts to make this 
concept pantheist.

It’s impossible not to consider the art 
of Zen gardens as one of the noblest 
examples of representing infinity in 
this sense. The famous ryoan-ji garden 
(The Temple of the Dragon at Peace) in 
Kyoto, made up of groups of severely 
arranged rocks in a pebble sea 
combed by monks, could call to mind 
both a desert landscape dotted with 
rocky heights, the universe itself with 
its galaxies and systems, or a group of 
cells scattered in space. The monadical 
representation of reality is the second 
most important theme in portraying 
infinity within the garden.

1-KAZuKo oKAKurA, THE BooK oF TEA
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ShANNoN LuCID oN ThE ruSSIAN SPACE STATIoN MIr, 1996
CourTESY: NASA ArChIVE



by paola nicolin

sauL bass 
at thE xiv 
triEnnaLE di 
MiLanO, 1968
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The labyrinth of drawers built by Saul Bass shifts the horizon of 
the Triennale towards Los Angeles, where this American artist 
worked as a director and title designer in the movie industry.

his installation was a reflection upon the role of creativity in 
mass society. how can one be creative among the Greater 
Number? The urban context where Bass advanced this question 
was the one created by the film industry, which makes models 
and lifestyles for the public-at-large and which finds its strong 
point in product repetition and distribution.

TrANSLATED TExT FroM ThE BooK:
CASTELLI DI CARTE, LA XIV TRIEnnALE DI MILAno, 1968 

PuBLIShED BY QuoDLIBET STuDIo, MACErATA, 2011
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The core of the 
work for the 
Triennale was, 
precisely, the 
presentation 
of a short film, 
Thoughts on 
Creativity, a thirty-
minute work in 
five episodes. 
Even though 
they all shared 
the same theme, 
these stories were 
independent 
chapters, open 
to the free 
association and 
interpretation 
of the viewer, 
“personally 
involved in the 
creative process 

as he watches the film.” The project was interesting for Bass as 
an opportunity to stress the “presence and awareness of the 
masses, of new populations and new motives, which the process 
of industrialization must consider carefully, outside its own 
dynamics, with every understanding of new social practices.” 
what captivated his curiosity was therefore the possibility to 
reflect on the effects of social and production transformations in 
the field of personal creativity.

In a combination of graphic animation, action shooting, 
interviews, and scenes from documentaries, the five stories 
were accompanied by comments announced by an off-screen 
voice with the image of a hand writing the titles on the screen or 
other short pauses. Bass’s animated work—a complex project, 
difficult to interpret—was defined as a “film/essay” by the writer 
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Francesco Leonetti, who had been entrusted by Giunta Esecutiva 
to edit the texts from English to Italian and who had described 
in-depth the contents of each single episode, commenting 
on the innovative communication aspects. his involvement 
is not surprising in a Triennale where “more than half of the 
ideas and the proposals contained in the exhibition will be 
communicated to the public through the most advanced audio-
visual techniques, thereby creating that ‘global communication’ 
which is one of the most significant aspects of the civilization 
we live in, where messages are no longer aimed at individuals 
but at the Greater Number.” The film and the installation 
which hosted its screening were specifically created by Bass 
for Milan as tools with which the artist chose to interpret and 
represent the challenge of the Greater Number. There were two 
tools by means of which the issue was raised of personal and 
creative behavior in society made barren by social roles and 
the dominating hierarchy of mass production. what decision-
making power remains for the single individual? what direction 
to choose freely? 

6,000 Drawers

In order to build his 150 square meters, Bass chose to use some 
office filing cabinet drawers, arranged along the labyrinthine 
itinerary. By crossing it visitors could access the screening room. 

The most interesting aspect of the project conceived for the 
Triennale lay precisely in the talent of Bass, who from a cinematic 
idea was able to create the idea for the exhibition. The room 
intended for Saul Bass was located on the second floor of the 
Palazzo dell’Arte. The viewer reached this section by taking a 
walkway belt, a sort of moveable, tilted catwalk that ran the 
length of the Triennale’s central staircase and which joined the 
ground floor with the second floor. The project was placed 
between that of the architect Shadrach woods and the one by 
the sculptor-architect Lynn Chadwick. From woods’s grid and 
Chadwick’s forest, viewers could glimpse Bass’s labyrinth made 
up of 6,000 drawers, stacked one on top of the other. “6,000 
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drawers heaped together, one on top of the other, with 6,000 
knobs, 6,000 locks, 6,000 labels, 6,000 numbers, 6,000 initials 
to indicate the obscure dryness of soulless and directionless 
static cataloguing.” Three hundred could be opened and 
contained the most varied elements of modern-day life, in tiny 
three-dimensional models: cars, homes, television sets, flowers, 
mannequin arms, hats. “They are different elements but all 
equally mortified in a leveling that seems to value nothing if not 
the physical quantity.” Through a labyrinthine entrance visitors 
could access an environment set up like a theater. The wooden 

bleachers, with fifty seats, placed viewers in front of a screen that 
displayed a film dedicated to creativity, intended as a potion for 
the world and for things, which entails active intervention and 
willingness. [....]

The labyrinth of drawers unfolded inside a small room, where 
wooden bleachers of about fifty seats faced a screen and 
where a thirty-minute film loop was shown, called Thoughts 
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on Creativity. The five episodes of the film gave rhythm and 
liveliness to the story with editing involving inquiries, sequences, 
fantastic languages, ironic commentary, and reflections. By 
comparing both letters found in the archive of Giancarlo De 
Carlo, one can compare the original titles and the translation 
into Italian. The film opened with “The Edifice”—“The Building 
of Civilization”—where all of humanity’s technical and social 
evolution was represented with a building that grew taller and 
taller but which, on the top floors, was filled with smog, yellow 
smoke, atomic clouds. The building coughs, shakes, and shouts 
“help!”. The black-and-white images of this modern tower 
of Babel were accompanied by famous quotations of historic 
figures like Copernicus, Da Vinci, Michelangelo, Beethoven, 
Lincoln, and Marx, who pronounced political solutions or 
quite witty comments regarding radical ideas and institutional 
administration. 

The second episode—“The Stimulus”—considered the nature 
of the creative impulse, that is, the human characteristic that 
makes people unique and which allows each person to perceive 
reality differently. The creative gaze transforms that which is 
everyday, through critical interventions and visions of possible 
happenings. with “The Process,” Bass focused his attention 
directly on the artist-inventor, who with the help of the great 
masters of his investigations, battles to resolve a problem or give 
shape to a new event. The creative process in this episode was 
represented by the artist’s act of combining different geometric 
blocks in search of a correct assembly. In this third episode, the 
anxiety of finding a solution and the arduous task of formulating 
an idea finally find peace in a random event, the accident that 
unexpectedly arrives and resolves the problem, pushing the 
artist to muster the courage to subject his work to the scrutiny of 
the audience. The film continues with “The Parable,” a messianic 
moment for Bass, who here narrates the story of an exceptional, 
unique ball that bounces without control and in a totally 
abnormal manner with respect to the way other balls behave. on 
the principle of anomaly and diversity, the ball aroused general 
interest by showing how the perseverance of not giving in to the 
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mainstream was the origin of acknowledging a creative spirit that 
must find the courage to use his own talents and act differently. 
Finally, the fifth episode discussed research, ending with the 
question: “But why does man create?”. In “The Mark,” Bass 
questioned both scientific research and visual art research. From 
tumors to nutrition problems, from issues concerning energy 
resources up to artistic creation, for Bass man creates because 
he follows his desire to survive, to last beyond the experience 
and to make a mark over time that says: “I was here.” This 
episode also contains interviews with scientists around the world 
who for their entire lives have sought to discover something 
interesting. Bass met renato Dulbecco, Paul wheeler, James 
Bormer, involved, respectively, in studying molecular virology, the 
origin of the universe, and nutrition. Among the contemporary 
artists, Bass mentioned Giacometti, Lipchitz, and Picasso. In the 
description compiled by the critic Francesco Leonetti, the film 
was described as “having a wholeness that is constant for its 
pace and motives,” even though the film had no educational or 

documentary purpose, 
but instead proposed 
itself as a problematic 
and original work. The 
story, which was full of 
interruptions and leaps 
in plot, made the work 
very harsh and critical 
with regards to the 
theme. Leonetti spoke 
of neo-dada accents and 
Brecht atmospheres, 
whereas the images 
of the installation 
showed the dual pop 
and conceptual matrix 
of Bass’s work, which 
finds personal synthesis 
in creating a device 
from the multiplication 
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of an everyday, ordinary object like a drawer. In reference to 
both warhol’s Brillo Box and rauschenberg’s Combines, Bass, 
as a director and screenwriter, had imagined the action that 
would take place there. That’s why he did not limit himself to 
the compositional stage of the project, but instead insisted on 
directing the scene that was here represented on the screen by 
his installation. Bass stated that his interest for the theme of the 
Greater Number was born from a desire to investigate a type 
of society where the individual invention of associative ways 
and uses was of greatest freedom and democratic flexibility, 
almost like a variable of normative institutions, hopeless in their 
historic fixations. As a result, what appears more than evident is 
the structure of his installation at the Triennale and the synopsis 
of the film-essay, both created as metaphors of the Greater 
Number.

The space of cinema

For the Triennale Bass had fine-tuned a three-dimensional 
structure, which started with the film’s content. Cinema animation 
was, in other words, amplified by the space of its exposition and 
projection. Among the numerous works Bass created before 
taking part in the Triennale, the one closest to the artistic 
language chosen also for the Triennale event is perhaps the 
sequence from the film The Man with the Golden Arm, a work by 
otto Preminger from 1955. Based on a story by Nelson Algren, 
the film narrates the life of a “morphine addict” who, after 
detoxing in jail, once again becomes a user when he is released. 
refused by The Motion Picture Association of America, the film 
was banned from theaters precisely for its subject, that is to say, 
for having put a drug addict in the limelight, emphasized by the 
title sequence in Bass’s work. For the first time Preminger wished 
that the film titles were an integral part of the work and so he 
sought the help of Bass, who designed the famous sequence of 
the gnarly and trembling arm that from the bottom of the screen 
rises to the top, growing longer and displaying all its veins. This 
sequence also stressed much better than a thousand lines the 
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act of shooting up, and metaphorically, this dramatic act, the 
desperate need to outstretch an arm, in the centuries-old battle 
between life and death. The entire scene keeps alive the tension 
and is a prelude to the story by anticipating the mood. In this 
work and in the one for the Triennale over ten years later, the 
title sequence is the origin of the work. The word is what informs 
the space, shaping it and creating its physiognomy as close as 
possible to the atmospheres that the film itself could develop 
into a story.

A result of the short film made for the Triennale was an 
expression of interest for Bass and his “particular way of 
dealing with space” and a request that he place his talent as a 
cinematographer at the disposal of the exhibition.

Cinema Design and Communication

During the years when the hollywood cinema industry was 
at its height, Bass was able to create a totally unique job for 
himself, joining the ranks of those directors who embraced 
the commercial mentality of large-scale distribution and the 
undeniable advantages of the “cinema factory,” though without 
giving up on image research. Bass’s action—that is, the addition 
of another piece of film by creating the titles—rounded off the 
process of formally elaborating the work’s structure and at the 
same time guaranteed its memory and expanded its effect by 
spreading his posters across the country. uniting communication 
design strategies with the storyline was the winning solution 
that changed the titles and images created by Bass into the best 
film distribution channels for the vastest number of viewers that 
could potentially be reached beyond the cinema circuit. The 
work at the Triennale was a good interpretation key regarding 
these two aspects of Bass’s career: on the one hand, his work as 
a director and title creator (with his film-essay) and, on the other, 
the image experience (with the labyrinth pavilion). The analysis 
of a few aspects of his background also allow us to single out, in 
his relationship with Gyorgy Kepes, the origin of moving images. 
At Brooklyn College in 1944 Bass met Kepes, who introduced 
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him to the work of Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and the investigations 
of russian constructivism. we can understand better, from this 
perspective, the origin of the emphasis Bass places, on various 
occasions, on the need for a “visual vision”—that is, the chance 
to have a comprehensive view not only of the script but of 
cinema itself before it becomes film, before it becomes a story 
narrated in sequences. Visual vision is a vision of the total, overall 
work. The title is part of this vision and as such must be able to 
express the film’s subject metaphorically. “I saw the title as a way 

of conditioning the audience, so 
that when the film actually began, 
viewers would already have an 
emotional resonance with it”1.
Pop communication and conceptual 
poetry make a full comeback 
in Bass’s investigations, joining 
with the idea of the film title as a 
communication tool for the Greater 
Number, beyond the confines of the 
projection room.
Even the structure of the hall at the 
Triennale revealed this intention 
aimed at the environment and 

total communication, which used serial design reproduction 
strategies for cinematic expression. By bringing the work in Milan 
back to late-1960s American artistic culture, we cannot help but 
glimpse some themes Bass shares with west Coast artists—
from the tension to the space expressed by James Turrel and 
robert Irwin to the conceptual transfiguration of icons and the 
cinema atmospheres of Edward ruscha and John Baldessari, or 
the creation of films like Point Blank by John Boorman in 1967, 
to street theater and the happenings of Allan Kaprow, to Frank 
Zappa’s album covers up to the performative dimension of Mike 
Kelly’s installations.

1 -  P. hASKIN, S. BASS, SAuL, CAn yoU MAKE ME A TITLE?: InTERVIEw wITH SAUL BASS, “FILM QuArTELY”, 50 I, AUTUMn 
1996, PP. 10-17
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sEnt 
frOM thE 
MOOn

by marco tagliaf i erro

ThESE ArTISTS ArE NoT BouND 
To MEChANISTIC SCIENTISM. Quite 
the contrary, they subject their oeuvre 
to constant mental and conceptual 
provocation, rich in subtle irony, 
in sensibility, and in a capacity to 
emotionally solicit that can charge their 
own works with profound intensity.
Even though the artists often 
accompany their works with correct 

pOsitivE avant-gardEs

maUra BiaVa, ABSTRACT FLoRA #1, 2013, 
C-PrINT, 20 x 29 CM. GLASS, wooDEN FrAME
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jUrgen Ots, PERIAqUEDUCTAL GRAy, 2013
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scientific – and at times succinct – 
definitions, this aspect paves the way 
for a new idea of space-behavior, 
according to the utopian theories of 
the “positive” avant-gardes, aimed at 
proposing themselves as models for 
a new image of the world and, at the 
same time, as if to challenge its mental 
coordinates, in a constant catching 
off-guard that destroys all certainty of 
perception. 

It is the structure of contradiction, 
because it contradicts the convention 
according to which geometry is a 
category of immobility; they challenge 
something that resembles a rule 

s E n t  f r O M  t h E  M O O n

prisCilla tea, DUST www, DIGITAL ProJECTIoN 
IN ThE DESErT (CALIForNIA), 2011 

max HOOper sCHneider, FIELD oF BEnzEnE-
DIETHyL-XyLEnE, 2013
PEN, MArKEr, ACrYLIC AND ENAMEL oN PAPEr
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jaša mreVlje, APnEA’S RHAPSoDy, ACTIon_1, 2012
 
“whILE woRKInG on THE PRojECT’S ConCEPT AnD ELEMEnTS My InTEREST AnD PASSIon SLowLy MoVED TowARDS 
THIS IMAGE THAT CAME AS A DAyDREAM HALLUCInATIon wHICH BECAME My oBSESSIon. In TooK ME A MonTH To 
ConSTRUCT THE IMAGE; DEConSTRUCT, UnDERSTAnD THE ELEMEnTS, FInD THE RIGHT MATERIALS, SEw THE wInGS wITH 
META, FInD THE SPoT, wAIT FoR THE PERFECT MoMEnT, PERFoRM …AnD ALL THInGS CAME ToGETHER, AS onLy MAGIC 
DoES. AT THE EnD, wHAT I wAS LooKInG FoR wAS THE REALITy oF THE IMAGE; yoU CAn UnDERSTAnD wHAT CoMES 
BEFoRE AnD AFTER, BUT wHAT yoU ARE LooKInG AT, on THIS IMAGE, wILL STAy THERE FoR GooD AnD THIS IS REAL.”
EVERyonE HAS BRIEF PAUSES In THEIR BREATHInG PATTERn
CourTESY oF ThE ArTIST AND oN STELLAr rAYS 
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of conceptual ethics. They express 
intuitions of unsettling depth and 
clarity, at times based upon an almost 
automatic gesture but, in final analysis, 
always traced back to a quite rigorous 
ordering of the mind. In fact, the 
“programming” foresees a formal 
transformation that entails a relative 
and partially indeterminate temporal 
unfolding. That is, it presents a 
succession of different visual situations, 
arranged chronologically, including 
variations within predictable situations 
on the part of the artist, maintaining, 
by the way, a quality of instability that 
grants a minimum, or maximum, of 
autonomy.

letizia galli, EnERGyFLow, 
MIxED MEDIA oN CANVASS, 2013  

simOne rainer, EXPLoSIon, AuTuMN/wINTEr 2013 CoLLECTIoN
IrIDESCENT FoIL oN wAShED CruST 

dmitriUs OBergFell, InFInITE LADDERS, 
MIrrorS AND LADDErS, 2010 
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ATLANTIS SPACE ShuTTLE orBITEr, 2008
CourTESY: NASA ArChIVE
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by francesca balena arista

pOLtrOnOva, 
thE radiCaL 
faCtOrY 
The furnishings-symbols of Italian radical design, like the 
sofa Superonda by Archizoom Associati1, the lamps Passiflora 
and Gherpe by Superstudio2, and the Mobili Grigi by Ettore 
Sottsass—just to mention a few—were all born within a company, 
Poltronova, buried deep in the Tuscan countryside in the 
province of Pistoia. You could say it’s a strange story, the result 
of chance, but chance really isn’t the case here. Instead, there 
are people: exceptional, stubborn, and visionary people, able to 
imagine a world that didn’t exist yet.

“that thE naME pOLtrOnOva didn’t 
sOund sO grEat Was sOMEthing 
i tOLd thEM right aWaY, but bY thEn 
nOthing ELsE COuLd bE dOnE: it 
Was tOO LatE, and nO OnE WantEd 
tO start aLL OvEr With nOtariEs 
and LaWYErs. thEY had fOund thE 
naME at a tiME WhEn COMpaniEs 
WErE CaLLEd bELLux Or rapidCOLL 
Or duLCifrutt Or MuLtisuOn Or 
sOMEthing Of thE sOrt. nOthing 
ELsE COuLd bE dOnE.”
EttOrE sOttsass Jr., 1966
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oPENING oF ThE PoLTroNoVA FACTorY 1957

People like Sergio Cammilli, who established the company in 
1957, and like Ettore Sottsass, immediately called to support him 
in the difficult task of “renewing the furnishing field.” 

regarding Cammilli, Sottsass once wrote: “At the head of the 
company there wasn’t one of those ‘big guys’ with a ringing 
voice who spoke in Lombard and ‘rose through the ranks,’ a 
meteor of energy and boldness who opened companies here 
and there...and who are eagerly called ‘commander.’ Instead, 
there’s a slender guy who makes paintings, an intellectual...” It’s 
Sergio Cammilli, whom everyone called “the Professor.” 
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ettOre sOttsass, MoBILI GRIGI, 1970

ettOre sOttsass, MoBILE BAR, 1956

under the artistic management of Sottsass, Poltronova—which 
paved the way for the nascent Florentine avant-garde groups 
Archizoom and Superstudio3—would become “the radical 
factory,” as Andrea Branzi called it, able to give shape to that 
experimental design which today is found in museums across the 
world and in design history books. 

when he was contacted by Cammilli, Ettore Sottsass was about 
40 and had just returned to Italy from the united States where he 
had worked for George Nelson. Those were difficult times. There 
was little work, and Sottsass began using an old Fiat Topolino 
to get from Milan to Tuscany where, besides designing furniture 

for Poltronova, he made ceramics for Bitossi, where some of his 
loveliest pieces from those years would be born. “Just imagine a 
completely destroyed Italy, a hard-hit Italy that was desperately 
trying to survive at all costs,” narrates Sottsass. “I knew we had 
to make modern things, something new…but I really didn’t 
have any clear ideas as to what. [...] right from the start, I was 
fixated with adding color to furniture, that is, to the environment, 
because for me color could offer greater sensations in 
interpreting the environment itself. [...] I started to become really 
interested in the sensorial meaning of structure thicknesses, 
then, with the sensorial question of colors and materials. [...] 



In 1965, the iconographic elements I had at my disposal came 
mostly from popular peasant culture. For example, the large 
feet, the large curves, ceramics.”

These elements can be found in the furniture designed for 
Poltronova in 1965: the desk Barbarella, the small chest Bastonio, 
objects to hang, credenzas in wood and ceramics, and a few 
anthropomorphic looking container furnishings.

In 1966, with the Superbox project—wood furniture covered in 
color-striped Abet plastic laminate—Sottsass stepped away from 
what remained of popular tradition. his new references became 
India and America. The Superbox are furnishings on large 
bases, isolated at the center of rooms, conceived as veritable 
“energy catalyzers”: furniture as people, with their own lives, 
independent with respect to the surrounding environment and 
laden with meaning. During those years the Austrian architect 
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sUperstUdiO, SoFo AND PoLARIS
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arCHizOOm e sUperstUdiO, MoSTrA SUPERARCHITETTURA, GALLErIA JoLLY 2, 
PISToIA, 1966
PhoTo: ArChIVIo GILBErTo CorrETTI

ThE FLooD IN FLorENCE

acted as an ante litteram art director for Poltronova, and in the 
company’s catalogues his role is described as: “overall aesthetic 
consultation is entrusted to the architect Ettore Sottsass.” 

on December 4, 1966, just one month after the devastating 
flood that struck Florence, the newly formed groups Archizoom 
and Superstudio held the exhibition Superarchitettura at the 
gallery jolly 2 in Pistoia, where Cammilli was an habitué. This 
show, considered on an international level as the manifesto 
of Italian radical design, took its inspiration from early discos 
(like the Piper in rome), from music by The Beatles, and from 
British pop art. The prototypes on display, made in wood and 



cardboard and painted with very bold colors by members of 
both groups, would become, thanks to an encounter with the 
Poltronova company, the furnishings-icons we are familiar 
with: the sofa-sculptures Superonda and Sofo, and the lamps 
Passiflora and Gherpe—all works that contributed to creating 
a renewed outlook on life and a new way of considering the 
domestic landscape. 

“Super-Architecture 
is the architecture of 
super-consumption, 
of super-induction to 
super-consumption, of 
super-markets, of super-
man, of super-gas” as 
the exhibition manifesto 
stated and which, 
according to Andrea 
Branzi, “had the effect 
of a spark in such a dry 
place that it created a sort 
of self-combustion.” The 
flood in Florence caused, 
therefore, a long wave of 
renewal, a sort of tabula 
rasa for a new beginning, 
in the opinion of the 
Japanese architect Arata 
Isozaki.

Ettore Sottsass and Fernanda Pivano, his wife and translator of 
American Beat Generation writers, started associating with the 
young radicals from Archizoom and Superstudio. They forged 
very close ties with Archizoom in particular. Sottsass wrote for 
the magazine Domus the first article on them, presenting their 
Poltronova projects: “I am quite happy that it’s up to me to talk 
about Archizoom and their products, given that their works seem 
very effective in reeking havoc among those interested in this 
country about things on culture and ideologies, well organized, 
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arCHizOOm e sUperstUdiO, MANIFESTo DELLA MoSTrA 
SUPERARCHITETTURA, GALLErIA JoLLY 2, PISToIA, 1966
PhoTo: ArChIVIo GILBErTo CorrETTI



layered, consolidated, and stereotyped. Someone always has 
to reek havoc if you want the sense of things to be constantly 
revealed...” (from Domus 455/ october 1967).

Thanks to the presence of Fernanda Pivano, the atmosphere 
at Poltronova was imbued with echoes from the visionary 
American Beat Generation, with its refusal of materialism in 
western society and a search for new awareness. Even Allen 
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ettOre sOttsass, SCrITToIo BARBARELLA, PoLTroNoVA 1965. 
PhoTo: ArChIVIo CENTro STuDI PoLTroNoVA.
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Ginsberg traveled to Pistoia’s countryside for the exhibition of 
“Bad Ceramics”4 by Sottsass held at Poltronova, and Archizoom 
created for the great Beat poet one of their “Gazeboes.”5

Collaboration between Sottsass and Poltronova reached its 
height in 1970 with the Mobili Grigi, in plastic and fiberglass: 
mono-colored furniture, with neon lights on top that made the 
surroundings anything but reassuring. For Sottsass, gray is not 
the color “that is so perfect in the middle it always becomes gray 
(like the images of happy society served every evening by Italian 
TV), and gray surely does not signify something very elegant. [...] 
Gray is a very sad color, maybe the color my hair will become, 
that is, a color that wants to make problems for those who would 
like to use it for advertising detergents, toothpaste, vermouth, 
cocktails in general, appliances, deodorants, and things of the 
sort.”  

Sottsass designed over fifty projects for Poltronova: some have 
never seen the light of day, while others are limited series or 
even prototypes. Very few were actually made: they are too 
bold, too pioneering to be understood. The same applies to 
the modular couch Safari by Archizoom Associati and the Luxor 
series by Superstudio.

If the biggest part in this story is played by the key figures, 
there’s another important component we cannot forget: the 
tradition of Tuscan craftsmanship and the smaller size of 
a company quite unlike many in northern Italy. In fact, the 
experimentation of this “radical factory” was made possible 
also by local “know how.” As Sottsass wrote in the late 1960s: 
“when industry reaches places like Tuscany, or India, or Japan, 
or Mexico, where craftsmanship has become and has remained 
for centuries one of life’s fundamental principles [...] there are 
two scenarios possible: industry falls into blown-out boorishness 
or total vulgarity [...] or industry saves itself and actually tries to 
save people from industrialization. In this second area there is, 
or at least aspires to be and makes great effort to be, this factory 
of furniture with its catalogue. And even if it’s not all there yet, I 
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think it will be soon, and then that’s a great thing: one of those 
rare things where industry becomes a life principle.”

Today, the Centro Studi Poltronova, directed by roberta Meloni, 
makes objects from the company’s catalogue and manages the 
iconography and document archive.

1- ANDrEA BrANZI, MASSIMo MoroZZI, GILBErTo CorrETTI, PAoLo DEGANELLo, AND SuBSEQuENTLY DArIo AND 
LuCIA BArToLINI wErE ALL PArT oF ThE GrouP

2 - GrouP MADE uP oF ADoLFo NATALINI, GIAN PIEro FrASSINELLI, CrISTIANo TorALDo DI FrANCIA, ALESSANDro 
AND roBErTo MAGrIS, ALESSANDro PoLI

3 - ArChIZooM AND SuPErSTuDIo ArE CoNSIDErED To BE AMoNG ThE MoST IMPorTANT rADICAL ArChITECTurE 
GrouPS, AN AVANT-GArDE ThAT DEVELoPED IN ThE MIND-1960S; ThE TErM “rADICAL ArChITECTurE” wAS CoINED BY 
ThE ITALIAN ArT CrITIC GErMANo CELANT

4 - ThESE ArE TALL ToTEMS IN MuLTICoLorED CErAMIC MADE BY ThE BIToSSI FACTorY IN MoNTELuPo FIorENTINo, 
PrESENTED AT ThE GALLErIA SPEroNE IN MILAN IN APrIL 1967 AT A Show TITLED “MENhIr, STuPAS, hIDrANT 
AND GAS PuMP,” AND ThEN AT PoLTroNoVA IN SEPTEMBEr, TITLED “CErAMIChE SBAGLIATE,” INTENTIoNALLY 
AND IrrEMEDIABLY wroNG, BECAuSE ThEY wErE Too BIG, hEAVY, IMPoSSIBLE To MoVE, uSE, AND SELL. IN FACT, 
FErNANDA PIVANo CoMPArED ThEM To ThE 1965 FurNIShINGS For PoLTroNoVA, BECAuSE ThEY PoSSESSED “AN 
INToLErABLE AMBIGuITY AND uNBALANCE...You CouLDN’T PuT ThEM IN, LET’S SAY, NorMAL hoMES: ThE hoMES oF 
ThoSE who CoNSIDEr ThE LoNG hAIr oF YouNG PEoPLE AS BEING ThE END oF CIVILIZATIoN” 

5 - ThE GAZEBo, AN ELEMENTArY STruCTurE To CrEATE ShADE IN GArDENS, IS TrANSForMED BY ArChIZooM INTo 
A SorT oF “ALLEGorICAL ThEATrE,” AN ESSENTIAL ENCLoSurE ThAT SErVES To NArrATE ThE STorIES STAGED BY 
ChooSING AND ArrANGING EVErYDAY oBJECTS, oFTEN BELoNGING To KITSCh rEPErToIrES 
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CuTTING-EDGE SoLAr-ELECTrIC ProPuLSIoN ThruSTEr
NASA’S JET ProPuLSIoN LABorATorY, PASADENA, uSA
CourTESY: NASA  ArChIVE
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For centuries civilizations have celebrated pivotal moments in 
the astrological calendar.  one of the most popular and jubilant 
is the Summer Solstice, the longest day of the year.  It marks the 
time when the sun has reaches its highest point in the sky before 
it begins its journey to the south. In ancient times it allowed for 
more hours to be spent working in the fields, and was thought 
to be the moment when vegetation was at its peak. The Celts 
and Slavs celebrated the first day of summer with dancing and 

PhoTo: M. ShArKEY
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bonfires to help increase the sun’s energy. The Chinese marked 
the day by honoring Li, the Chinese Goddess of Light. The most 
enduring modern ties with Summer Solstice were the Druids’ 
celebration of the day as the “wedding of heaven and Earth”.

This day is still celebrated around the world - most notably in 
England at Stonehenge and Avebury, where thousands gather to 
welcome the sunrise. Pagan spirit gatherings or festivals are also 
common in June, when groups assemble to light a sacred fire, 
and stay up all night to welcome the dawn. Another location, 
thousands of miles away from wiltshire, England is New England, 
where people travel to America’s Stonehenge to continue North 
America’s tradition of honoring the Summer Solstice.  

opening to 
the public in 
1958 as Mystery 
hill, America’s 
Stonehenge is 
located in Salem, Nh 
and is believed to 
be over 4,000 years 
old. The site spans 
over thirty acres, 
and is believed to 
be one of the oldest 
man-made structures 

in the uS.  The largest part of the site is a series of major 
astrological alignment stones, some weighing up to 11 tons. This 
system of monoliths is positioned around the furthest edges of 
the site and includes markers for a true north alignment and the 
summer and winter sunrise, and sunset.  The network of stones 
located in the center of the site were used for ritual activities and 
is organized in a system of chambers, enclosures, and structures 
that resemble drains, basins, and tables.

For the past 18 years Katja Esser, a visual and performing artist 
hailing from The Netherlands, has led the Summer Solstice 
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ritual at America’s Stonehenge. her ceremonies are audience – 
participatory, spiritual performances that incorporate traditional 
elements such as flowers, water, herbs and natural fibers; all used 
as offerings and decoration for an altar. The altar created by 
Esser is a sculptural amalgamation of a flower and the figure of a 
woman; the representation of mother earth.

Guests gather around the altar located at the sunrise stone and 
are led through a series of chants, dances and meditations. 
The ritual honors the sun and the earth and is geared towards 
restoring our spiritual relationship with earth, the community, 
and ourselves. It brings together people with different views and 
backgrounds who are all affected by the sun’s position in the sky, 
whether we realize it or not.

The ritual ends with a frenzied dance circle around the altar to 
activate the renewal of energy.  But perhaps the most spiritual 
moment of the day is the breathtaking sunset behind the 
Summer Solstice Sunset Monolith. The glow of the sunset down 
the ancient clearing of trees in this mystic woodened location is 
a truly spectacular site.

Celebrations and rituals like those performed for the solstices 
not only mark significant times in the astrological calendar, they 
also function as a means of strengthening community, sharing 
belief, and at times, producing a sacrament.  Artists known for 
performative, community-based works such as Suzanne Lacy, 
often incorporate aspects of faith-based rituals, traditions or 
celebrations. while ritual acts, whether pagan, Celtic, Native 
American, or other are still practiced today, as part of daily life 
or special occasions, many artists incorporate various elements 
of spirituality as part of the creative process. Some do (did) so 
in order to strengthen the notion that artists, intuitively strive to 
reconstitute some form of sacrament.

In 1991, Capp Street Project, the international artist-in-residence 
program in San Francisco, CA, exhibited a four storey-tall 
wooden sculpture resembling a human figure, created by artist 
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Larry harvey. Two months later, the structure was relocated 
to the remote site of Black rock Desert, Nevada. It was there 
that Burning Man was born to an audience of 400 people who 
raised the structure and watched it ignite and burn.  harvey 
had been conducting this performance annually, on a beach, 
for six years before Capp Street Project deemed it as an artistic 
endeavor. Burning Man was inspired by harvey’s attendance 
at summer solstice gatherings on the beach around a bonfire.  
Since then, Burning Man attracts up to 50,000 visitors, and has 
transmogrified into a week-long “experiment” in community.  

Fire and the burning of objects, plants and effigies have been 
essential elements of many rituals; warding off evil spirits, 
summoning positive energies, or sending off the dead into the 
next life. Although harvey claims to have not been familiar with 
the eerie depiction of an alleged Celtic pagan ritual in robin 
hardy’s 1973 film The wicker Man, the similarities are uncanny.

The model 
of spiritual, 
community-based 
performance is 
the essence of 
series of works 
conducted in 
2008, by New 
York-based 
artist Jeanine 
oleson.  olseon 
found inspiration 
from her time 
spent in Sante 

Fe, New Mexico; a New Age mecca, and a location rich with 
the history of indigenous Americans.  her work takes the 
form of various media and her interest center around cultural 
politics, feminism, spiritual practices, popular culture, revisionist 
history, ethnography, and humor. olseon’s interest in the 
conflict between the civilized and natural worlds as a metaphor 
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for the instability of knowledge often results in performative 
participation in the making of complicated tableaux.

During her time in Sante Fe, the commercialization of New Age 
and native practices and products were hard to ignore, causing 
the artist to consider her own skepticism towards spirituality, 
mysticism and faith.  She began collecting large amounts of sage 
and enlisted friends to help bundle it together with string into a 
large bough-like shape.  The object morphed into an oversized 
smudge stick and traveled back to New York where oleson used 
it in a series of cleansing rituals to help rid problematic sites of 
New York from their “psychic dirt“.

Smudging is a ritual that has been appropriated into a number 
of different modern belief systems.  The practice is associated 
with Native American spiritual practices - most commonly the 
Navajo- where a bundle of dried leaves or herbs are burned to 
purify or bless a person or place. The belief behind smudging 
is that smoke attaches itself to negative energy and carries it 
away as it clears, releasing it into another space to regenerate.  
Sage is burned in smudging rituals to expel evil spirits, negative 
thoughts and feelings, and to keep harmful forces at bay from 
physical and psychic spaces.  

Although olesons’s designated locations for her Greater new 
york Smudge had personal connections, they all concerned a 
larger community. Two locations in Brooklyn, NY were sites of 
toxic pollution – Greenpoint, where the artist once lived, and 
the Gowanus Canal, the home of a number of artists’ studios. 
Another site was the west Village in Manhattan, a significant 
location to queer history, and now a location of gentrification 
and dislocation.  Finally, in the face of the 2008 presidential 
election, Federal hall on wall Street in downtown Manhattan, 
was significant to the economic state of the uSA, and overall 
spirit of the political climate. The artist gathered friends and 
interested parties to orchestrate and participate in readings on-
site in order to catalyze change and cleanse the deep level of 
psychic detritus from each location.
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Mysticism, faith and spirituality have played a major role 
throughout art history. These are just a few examples of the way 
artist continue the tradition of spiritual acts and rituals, and how 
creativity may be viewed as a link to enlightenment.

PhoTo: M. ShArKEY
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